
             
                
 Bars & Beyond is the new pulse of the culture. Bringing a fresh new take on 
all things hip-hop, while interviewing and critiquing the hottest artist in  the      
 game. This will sometimes entail the artists giving us a “Hot 16”,  to see if 
they really have the “Bars”. The show is limitless and goes Beyond the.                
Bars when it tackles culture sports, relationships, and impactful events 
around the world. Hosts @DeMarco275 and @CourtneyLavette_ bring a  
much needed energy to the screen, with DeMarco’s cool laid back  
               vibe and Courtney’s energetic and fun persona you’ll never get.                    
         enough and will be waiting for more.  Join us as we kick off season 4 
of “Bars & Beyond” with a new attitude, new look and all new distribution 
with “TPN The Producers Network” powered by the Roku streaming 
platform.

-streaming- follow us @BarsandBeyond

SPORTS   RELATIONSHIPS   RAP and much more

(TV show)

Preview here



Meet the Host
Courtney Lavette began her journey at Albany State  

University’s WASU-92.7, a radio station that showcased 
new and old Jazz hits. Later she would go on to develop  
a 3 hour long show with 2 fellow students. To further her 
ambition, Courtney would then take part in the start-up  
of the popular online radio station “Highly Unique radio”, 
there she would develop her own show “The Courtney 
Lavette Show” that ran from 2013-2014. 
Miss Lavette has worked countless  
red carpet events as well as filmed 
numerous celebrity interviews with 
media personality, Prince Carter, 
On my Hip Hop Ish and Live Hip  
Hop Daily just to name a few. With  
a passion for the culture of Pop   
and Hip Hop, you can catch her  
energetic and fun spirit as she is  
currently working with Fly 93.5 as  
co-host alongside creator and  
co-host DeMarco of the podcast  
Bars & Beyond. 

   Born Jason Duane Woodfork in Dayton, Ohio, DeMarco 
joined forces with childhood friend, “Snipes” to form the 
rap group “275” where they would later become Hit Squad 
members and record songs with major artist such as 
Scarface and              Styles P from the LOX. The dual had a    
  video on BET              called “Move Sumthin” in the BET     
    Uncut era                and has been in the Source, XXL,  
                                   Right On        and other magazines.  
                                                       DeMarco also wrote the  
                                                      theme song for the Arena  
                                                  Football team “The Colorado  
                                                 Crush” as John Elway  
                                           authorized it for their playoff run  
                                       in 2006. Now he’s the owner/host of  
                                      the “Bars & Beyond” brand, the host 
                                      & co-owner of Fly 93.5 Radio as well 
                                       as the owner of NBL semi-pro 
                                      basketball team “The Marietta  
                                      Rockets”. From rap artist to black  
                                      entrepreneur, DeMarco brings the  
                                     wisdom and charisma to Bars &  
                                    Beyond with a true Midwest swag. 
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New set! New season! New reasons to watch!

Season 4! New look, new set!




